Department of Political Science  
Doctoral Degrees  
1933-2017 (incomplete from 2014?)

1. Foster, J. Rhoads  
The Regulation of Public Utilities in Missouri: A Study in State Centralization. (1933; **Short**)

2. Alexander, Henry MacMillan  
The Council-Manager Government in Kansas City. (1934; **Faust**)

3. Sparlin, Estal Ernest  
The Administration of Public Printing in the States. (1936; **Faust**)

4. Brannon, Victor DeWitt  
State Auditor and Fiscal Control in Missouri Counties. (1938; **Bradshaw**)

5. Karsch, Robert Frederick  
French Constitutionalism and the Social Question. (1948; **Heinberg**)

6. Davidson, Emmett  
A Survey of Public Regulation of Labor Union Practices. (1950; **Faust**)

7. Van Eaton, Anson Eugene  
The Initiative and Referendum in Missouri. (1954; **Faust**)

8. Antrobus, Louis Arthur  
The Federal Exclusionary Rule in Relation to the Fourth Amendment as Applied and Interpreted by the United States Supreme Court. (1956; **Schwada**)

9. Sinha, Bishwanath Prasad  
India’s Relations with the United States, 1947-1955. (1956; **Hill**)

10. Young, George Dale  
The Role of Political Parties in the Missouri House of Representatives. (1958; **Karsch**)

11. McClintock, Roy Milo, Jr.  
Pressure Groups in the Missouri Legislative Process. (1961; **Karsch**)

12. Wann, Andrew Jackson  
Franklin D. Roosevelt and the Administrative Organization of the Executive Branch. (1961; **Faust**)

13. **Hansen**, Gerald Edwin  
The Conservative Movement in Utah After World War II. (1962; **Karsch**)

14. **Botner**, Stanley Benton  
The Office of Governor of the State of Missouri. (1963; **Faust**)

15. **Dougherty**, Patrick Thomas  
Catholic Opinion and United States Recognition Policy. (1963; **Hill**)

16. **Kerr**, Charles W.  
Politics and Ideology in the Kingdom of Callaway. (1963; **Wells**)

17. **Tollerson**, Tandy III  
Absentee Voting in Missouri. (1963; **Karsch**)

18. **Dabbas**, Hassim Ahmed  
Arab Unity: Prospects and Problems. (1964; **Wood**)

19. **Hedley**, John Hollister  
The Truman Administration and the “Loss” of China: A Study of Public Attitudes and the President’s Politics from the Marshall Mission to the Attack on Korea. (1964; **Wood**)

20. **Di Piazza**, Daniel Dominic  
The Bucareli Conference and United States-Mexican Relations. (1966; **Kahle**)

The National Farmer’s Organization: A Study of Agricultural Protest. (1966; **Karsch**)

22. **Stoerker**, Conrad Frederick  
Tringularity in Church and State Relations as Developed in Public Law 480: Title III Programs in India. (1966; **Kahle**)

23. **Lander**, Byron Gilbert  
The Emergence of Poverty as a Political Issue in 1964. (1967; **Karsch**)

24. **Long**, John Anthony  
25. **Ramsey**, John Warren  
The Director of the Bureau of the Budget as a Presidential Aide, 1921-1952: With Emphasis on the Truman Years. (1967; **Faust**)

26. **Williams**, Elmer W.  
The Advisory Opinion in American Courts. (1967; **Spiegel**)

27. **Brown**, Steven Randall  
A Q-Technique Study of Political Ideology. (1968; **Downing**)

28. **Dickeson**, Robert Celmer  
The Missouri Department of Community Affairs: A Politico-Administrative Analysis. (1968; **Wells**)

29. **Hawley**, Jonathan Pier  

30. **Ingles**, Joseph Legrand  
The Missouri Public Service Commission: A Preliminary Survey. (1968; **Wells**)

31. **Hajjar**, Sami George  
An Analysis of the Concept of Rationality in Bureaucracy. (1969; **Kalleberg**)

32. **Hazelwood**, Barbara Ann  
The Latin American National Revolutionary Parties as Instruments of Basic Socio-Political Change. (1969; **Kahle**)

33. **Khare**, Brij Behari  
Political Modernization and Social Change: A Paradigm and Its Application to the Indian Situation. (1969; **Wood**)

34. **McKinney**, Jerome Benjamin  
The Regulation of Telephonic Communication in Missouri. (1969; **Wells**)

35. **Reid**, William Michael  
An Inquiry into the Nature of Political Obligation. (1969; **Kalleberg**
36. **Craig, Richard Blythe**  
Interest Groups and the Foreign Policy Process: A Case Study of The Bracero Program. (1970; **Kahle**)

37. **El-Afandi, Ahmed Hamed**  

38. **Stephens, J. Pat**  

39. **Zentner, Joseph Lyle**  
The 1968-69 U. S. Presidential Transition with Special Reference to the Housing and Urban Development Department. (1970; **Gabis**)

40. **Bouhouche, Ammar**  
Conditions and Attitudes of Migrant Algerian Workers in France: A Survey Analysis (1971, **Wood**)

41. **Gavriloff, Gantcho G.**  

42. **Hsieh, Chia-chin**  

43. **Lutrin, Carl E.**  
The Trident in Politics: The Royal Navy as an Interest Group. (1971; **Wood**)

44. **Moran, Charles Robert**  
The Hemispheric Bank Issue in the Latin American Policy of the Eisenhower Administration. (1971; **Kahle**)

45. **Savage, Robert Lynn**  
Sociocultural Change and Policy Values in American States. (1971; **Nimmo**)

46. **Spainhower, James Ivan**  
Missouri Politics and State Aid to Private Higher Education. (1971; **Karsch**)

47. **Anderson**, C. David
   Community Development as an Instrument of Natural Political Development: A Case Study of Iran. (1972; **Kahle**)

48. **Bedi**, Dina Nath
   The Role and Attitudes of Students Towards the Process of Modernization in a Cross-Cultural Setting and Over a Period of Time. (1972; **Wood**)

49. **Claunch**, Ronald Glen
   Voter Reactions to Missouri Sales Tax Referenda: The Role of Self-Interest, Public-Regardingness and Political Trust. (1972; **Leuthold**)

50. **Garber**, Milton Bagby
   The Analysis of Modernizing Politics: A Theoretical Framework with Application to the Preconditions Stage. (1972; **Kalleberg**)

51. **Howard**, Leonard Richards (Dick)
   A Comparison of the Model Cities Programs of St. Louis and Kansas City, Missouri. (1972; **Gabis**)

52. **Landwehr**, Stephana J.
   Friendship: The Forgotten Meaning of a Vital Nexus in Political Life. (1972; **Kalleberg**)

53. **Perry**, Robert Thomas
   The Black Legislator: A Case Study of the House of Representatives of the 75th Missouri General Assembly (1972, **Karsch**)

54. **Preston**, Larry Michael
   Political Freedom: Toward the Development and Justification of a Normative Concept. (1972; **Kalleberg**)

55. **Sandhu**, Bhim
   Sino-Indian War of 1962: A Framework and Case Study of International Conflict Resolution. (1972; **Kahle**)

56. **Scheele**, Raymond Harold
   Voting in Primary Elections. (1972; **Watson**)

57. **Thompson**, William Norman
   Stepping Stones: An Analysis of the Political Ambitions of State Attorneys General. (1972; **Watson**)
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58. **Will, Wilbur Marvin**  
Political Development in the Mini-State Caribbean: A Focus on Barbados. (1972; **Kahle**)  

59. **Bhattacharya, Sauri Pada**  
Pursuit of National Interests through Neutralism: Case of India. (1973; **Cho**)  

60. **Burns, Robert Vincent**  
The Politics of State Executive Branch Reorganization with Special Emphasis on the Role of Staff: The South Dakota Case. (1973; **Gabis**)  

61. **Combs, James Everett**  
The Dramatical Image of Political Man: A Modernist Approach to Political Inquiry. (1973; **Nimmo**)  

62. **Corso, Joseph William**  
The Foundations and Normative Parameters of a Political Philosophy of Education. (1973; **Kalleberg**)  

63. **Henderson, James Franklin, Jr.**  
Civil Disobedience: An Analysis and Justification of a Normative Concept. (1973; **Kalleberg**)  

64. **Long, Richard Wayne**  
Miranda and the Police: The Impact of the Miranda Decision in Medium Sized Missouri Cities. (1973; **Wells**)  

65. **Mansfield, Michael Worth**  
The Professional Campaigners: Perspectives and Perceptions. (1973; **Nimmo**)  

66. **Marquardt, Ronald Gene**  
The Judicial Justice: Mr. Justice Burton and the Supreme Court. (1973; **Spiegel**)  

67. **Rhee, Sei Young**  
The Impact of the Sino-Soviet Conflict on the Japanese Communist Party, 1961-68. (1973; **Cho**)  

68. **Zant, Thomas Anthony**  
The Concept of National Interest and Its Application to United States Policy in Vietnam. (1973; **Kahle**)
69. **Zeon, Young-cheol**  
The Politics of Land Reform in South Korea. (1973; **Cho**)

70. **Brooks, Roy Scott**  
Differentiation of Adults on the Basis of Political Self Stages. (1974; **Downing**)

71. **Dickinson, Joel Ray**  
The Creation of Redwood National Park: A Case Study in Politics of Conservation. (1974; **Karsch**)

72. **Hamby, Joyce Litton**  
Gentle Anarchist: The Political and Social Thought of Paul Goodman. (1974; **Gabis**)

73. **McKinstry, Sam Wescoat**  
The Brokerage Role of the Indian Lawyer: A Law and Society Approach. (1974; **Wallace**)

74. **Rolison, William Edward**  
British Colonial Policy and the Independence of Guyana. (1974; **Kahle**)

75. **Yu, Suk-Ryul**  
Role of Interest Groups in Emerging Nations: A Case of Korea. (1974; **Cho**)

76. **Baker, Thomas E.**  
Human Rights in Missouri: The Legislative, Judicial and Administrative Development of Black Liberties (May 1975, **Karsch**)

77. **Cho, Woong-Kyu**  
Representativeness of Legislators, Administrators and Judges in Michigan and Missouri. (May 1975; **Leuthold**)

78. **Skelton, Luther William III**  
Planning as an Educative Process: The Development of a Solid Waste Policy in the St. Louis Area. (May 1975; **Gabis**)

79. **Tummala, Krishna Kumar**  
The Ambiguity of Ideology and Administrative Reform. (May 1975; **Gabis**
80. Adamson, Ronald Elwood
Scheduled Caste Members of India’s Parliament: Attitudes, Problems and Programs. (August 1975; Wallace)

81. Hansen, Farreol Lee
Walter Bagehot’s Science of Politics. (December 1975; Gabis)

82. Jordan, Maynard Augustus
The Politics of Special Road Districts Abolishment in Missouri, 1970-1975. (December 1975; Wells)

83. Ray, Anil Baran
Students and Politics in India: Parochialization and Politicization in a National University. (December 1975; Wallace)

84. Van Wingen, John Richard
The Voting Decision: A Derivation of Campaign Strategy from a Mathematical Model of Ambivalence. (December 1975; W. Francis)

85. Burns, Kerry Irvin
Dependence, Administration and Change in Village Government. (May 1976; Wallace)

86. Tompkins, Gary L.
Personality and Life Style as Sources of Support for the Two-Party System. (May 1976; Leuthold)

87. Pokorney, Edward E.
The Concept of Organizational Goal: Theory and Application. (August 1976; Wells)

88. Reid, James F.
A Critique of the Political Philosophy of the Berrigans from the Perspectives Augustine and Niebuhr. (August 1976; Kalleberg)

89. Freie, John Frank
The Impact of Social and Political Experience on Legislative Behavior: The United States Senate, 1839-1859. (December 1976; Watson)

90. Green, Roy Edward
91. **Christophersen**, Dale Bjorn  
The Concept of Equality: An Analysis and Justification. (May 1977; *Kalleberg*)

92. **Gabris**, Gerald T.  
Federal Aid Decentralization and Local Policy Outcomes: Emerging Community Development Block Grant Trends in Small to Medium Size Missouri Cities. (May 1977; *Wells*)

93. **Calvi**, James Valentino  
Plea-Bargaining; An Empirical Study of Participant Perspectives. (August 1977; *Casey*)

94. **Kassem**, Abdul Sattar Tawfik  
Platonic Roots in Al-Ghazali’s Theory of Virtue and its Implications for Politics. (August 1977; *Kalleberg*)

95. **Reed**, Burton J.  
The Politics of Urban Planning in Twenty Small and Medium Sized Communities in Missouri. (August 1977; *Wells*)

96. **Rose**, Jacqueline Joyce  
Women’s Political Attitudes. (August 1977; *Casey*)

97. **Valentine**, David Clayton  
Parents and Children: Party Inheritance and System Stability. (August 1977; *Leuthold*)

98. **Ward**, Robert Joseph  
Change and Continuity of Electoral College Reform Proposals: A Historical and Political Analysis. (August 1977; *Casey*)

99. **Cranor**, John Douglas  
Congress at the Grassroots: Congressional District Offices and Federal-Local Relations. (December 1977; *W. Francis*)

100. **Kim**, Dong-Hyun  
A Comparative Study of the Political and Scientific Norms of Academic Scientist and NSF Scientist-Bureaucrats. (May 1978; *Wells*)

101. **King**, Elizabeth Gail  
The Teaching of the Social Sciences as a Tool of Political Socialization in the Soviet Union. (May 1978; *Wood*)
102. El-Mogherbi, Mohamed Zahi
    The Socialization of School Children in the Socialist People’s Libyan Arab Jamahiriya. (December 1978; Wood)

103. Jones, Urban Lynn
    The Burger Court: A Behavioral Analysis. (December 1978; Casey)

104. MacIntosh, Neil Bruce
    Changing Perceptions of Alliance Relations by Select Southeast Asian States, 1951-1972. (December 1978; Cho)

105. Feldman, David Lewis
    Normative Political Community: The Necessary Condition for Justice. (May 1979; Kalleberg)

106. Grogan, Fred Leroy
    Institutional Change in Congress: The Impact of Elections. (May 1979; W. Francis)

    Disagreement and the Problem of Justification: The Electoral College Debate. (May 1979; Kalleberg)

108. Rhee, Kang-Suk
    North Korea’s Emulation of Chinese Politics: An Examination of Mao Tse-Tung’s Ideological Influence. (August 1979; Cho)

    The MAA-BAAP in Contemporary Uttar Pradesh: Bureaucracy and Democracy in an Indian State. (August 1979; Wallace)

110. Westphal, Joseph William
    The Congressional District Office: Representative-Constituency Linkages. (May 1980; W. Francis)

111. Danopoulos, Constantine Panos
    Soldiers in Politics: The Case of Contemporary Greece. (August 1980; Remington)

112. Cross, Malcolm Lee
    Determinants of Superintendent Tenure and Fiscal Policy in Modern Urban School Districts. (December 1980; Botner)
113. **Acay, Gerardo Madarang**  
The Maximin Criterion of Distributive Equity: Implications for Public Policy. (May 1981; *Kalleberg*)

114. **Carter, John Jefferson**  
Voter Images in the 1980 Election: A Panel Study Using Q-Technique. (July 1981; *Leuthold*)

115. **Connelly, Michael David**  
Budgeting and Policy-Analysts in Missouri. (December 1981; *Casey*)

116. **Adlzarrabi, Minoo**  
Social, Economic and Political Preconditions of the Iranian Revolution, 1979. (May 1982; *Wood*)

117. **Hecker, Elizabeth V.**  
Alaska Land Policy: An Implementation Case Study. (May 1982; *W. Francis*)

118. **Kim, Jong Sul**  
Critique of the Political Self: Criticism of the Conceptual Adequacy of Political Culture from the Perspective of Plato, Hobbes, Montesquieu, and Kant. (May 1982; *Kalleberg*)

119. **Peirson, Timothy Arthur**  
Impact of Federal Health Manpower Legislation upon Physician Specialist Distribution. (May 1982; *W. Francis*)

120. **Pitzer, Jack Todd**  
Party Coalition Behavior in France, 1932-1936. (May 1982; *Wood*)

121. **Weir, Blair T.**  
A Multi-Method Review and Critique of Electoral Analysis. (May 1982; *W. Francis*)

122. **Young, Candy Cartwright**  
United States Olympic Politics: A Public Policy Case Study. (May 1982; *Leuthold*)

123. **Dredi, Ibrahim B.**  
OPEC as a Non-State Actor: Formation and Dynamics. (August 1982; *Peritore*)
124. **Kim**, Kwang-Soo  
   Political Participation of Urban Voters in South Korea: A Case of Kwangju. (December 1982; Cho)

125. **Welch**, Jeanette B.  
   The Missouri Coordinating Board: The Politics and Process of State Policymaking in Higher Education. (December 1982; Yarwood)

126. **Leeper**, Roy Vearn  
   Political Theory, Legal Theory and Supreme Court Decisions. (May 1983; Gabis)

   Energy Policy Management in the States. (August 1983; W. Francis)

128. **Thapa**, Rajendra Bikram  
   The Global Political Economy and National ‘Food Power.’ (August 1983; Tillema)

129. **Wood**, Robert Allen  
   Perspectives on Prosecutorial Discretion: A Q-Methodology Analysis. (August 1983; Casey)

130. **Hawkey**, Earl W.  
   Southern Political Culture: A North-South Comparison of Localism, Conservatism, Racism and Violence, 1952-1976. (December 1983; Leuthold)

131. **King**, James Dale  
   The Impact of General Revenue Sharing on State Government Expenditures. (December 1983; W. Francis)

132. **Schell**, Carter Benton  
   The Occupational Safety and Health Administration: A Comparative Analysis of the Impact of State-Administered OSHA programs on the Reduction of Occupational Injuries and Illnesses in Manufacturing. (December 1983; Hardy)

133. **Chyung**, Dai-Chul  
   A Quantitative Analysis of North Korea’s Unification Strategies. (May 1984; Cho)

134. **Schweizer**, Steven Laurence  
   Hegel’s Conception of Justice in his Early Writings. (May 1984; Kalleberg)
135. **Thurston**, Richard M.J.
The Political Economy of World Capitalist System Culture: Developmental Implication of Systemic Conformity. (July 1984; **Cho**)

136. **Winarno**, Budi
The Roles of Village Organizations in Rural Development: Analysis of the Indonesian Experience. (May 1985; **Rogers**)

137. **Mahmoud**, Admad Jaser
The Impact of Foreign Migrants on the National Integration of the United Arab Empire. (August 1985; **Wallace**)

138. **McCollough**, Alfreda Jane
The Impact of Public-Sector Interest Arbitration. (August 1985; **Watson**)

139. **McConachie**, Michael Paul

140. **Bunch**, Kenyon Dale
Explaining the Upsurge of Civil Litigation in the Federal District Courts: A Time-Series Analysis. (December 1985; **Hardy**)

141. **Mac-Thompson**, Donald Dwight
Regional Functional Integration in West Africa: ECOWAS and Economic Development. (May 1986; **Wallace**)

142. **Muller**, Arnold John
Public Policy and the Presidential Election Process: A Study of Promise and Performance. (May 1986; **Watson**)

143. **Moore**, Janice M.
Deinstitutionalization: A Case Study of Missouri. (December 1986; **Hardy**)

144. **Reed**, Douglas Lee
Women’s Admission to Professional Schools: An Empirical Analysis of Agenda Building. (December 1986; **Hardy**)

145. **Lee**, Chung Hee
Foreign Lobbying in American Politics. (May 1987; **Watson**)


146. **Gharaybeh, Mazen Khalil**
Determinants of Foreign Policy Decision-Making in an Unincorporated Authoritarian System: Sadat’s Decision to Visit Jerusalem as a Case Study. (July 1987; **Wood**)

147. **Kim, Taek Kee**
Industrialization and Authoritarianism in the Republic of Korea, 1963-1983. (July 1987; **Cho**)

148. **Tsuchida, Motoko**
“Public Opinion” Trends in Prewar Japan, 1918-1943: A Thematic Content Analysis of the *Asahi, Mainichi* and *Yomiuri* Editorials and *Chuo Koron* “Kantogen”. (July 1987; **Leuthold**)

149. **Althaus, Rickert Ralph**
An Administrative Analysis of Relationships Between the Departments of Agriculture and State: Studies in Conflict and Network Theories. (December 1987; **Yarwood**)

150. **Baker, John Robert**
Representation in State Legislatures: An Empirical Analysis of the Effects of Legislative Professionalism-1953-1983. (December 1987; **Hardy**)

151. **Manoochehri, Abbas**
Ali Shari’ati and the Islamic Renaissance. (May 1988; **Kalleberg**)

152. **Woldesmiate, Taye**
An Analysis and Critique of Developmental Theories. (May 1988; **Kalleberg**)

153. **James, Linda E.**

154. **Khan, Salah Uddf**
U.S. Weapons Acquisition and Export: Exploring the Domestic Connection. (August 1988; **Tillema**)

155. **Kim, Kyung Min**
The Study of the Japanese Corporatist Structure: Corporatism with Limited Labor. (May 1989; **Wood**)

156. **Kim**, Wang Sik  
IMF, Economic Stabilization, and Class Conflict in the Third World. (May 1989; **Wood**)  

157. **Grover**, Yogesh K.  
Corporatism and Political Institutionalization in the Third World: Indonesia and Pakistan in Comparative Perspective. (August 1989; **Wallace**)  

158. **Hwang**, Ju-Hong  
A Moral Defense of Property Arguments for Democratic Socialism. (August 1989; **Kalleberg**)  

159. **Karbal**, Mohammed Moftah  
Delegitimation and the Right to Revolt: A Study in Sunni Muslim Political Thought. (August 1989; **Kalleberg**)  

160. **McInnis**, Tom Nathan  
Natural Law and the Ninth Amendment: The Supreme Court’s Dilemma. (August 1989; **Kalleberg**)  

161. **Torimiro**, Frederic Belle  
Civil-Military Relations in Mexico and Nigeria: A Comparative Analysis. (August 1989; **Remington**)  

162. **Giffen**, Jerena East  
The Role of the Media in Political Participation: A Comparison of Free-Standing and Suburban Cities. (December 1989; **Leuthold**)  

163. **Namkoong**, Young  
Political Economy of Korean Multinational Corporations: A Mercantilist Approach. (December 1989; **Yesilada**)  

164. **Hirst**, Richard Clement  
The Decision Process During the Immediate Aftermath of Disasters: An Examination of Bureaucratic, Individual and Group Decision Activity. (May 1990; **Yarwood**)  

165. **Ko**, Jae-Nam  
How Does Reform Communism Become a Regime Commitment?: A Comparison of the Soviet Union and China. (May 1990; **Wood**)  

166. **Anderson**, Eric Curt  
167. **King, Stephen Miles**  
The Organization and Politics of State Executive Reorganization: A Case Study of the Missouri State Omnibus Reorganization Act of 1974. (August 1990; *Yarwood*)

168. **Kwon, Sun Phil**  
Postmodernism as Political Theory and Practice for an Enlightenment of Postmodernism. (May 1991; *Peritore*)

169. **Choudary, Maqsood Ahmad**  
The Political Economy of Agricultural and Industrial Development: A Case Study of Pakistan. (August 1991; *Wallace*)

170. **Isaac (Yesahak), Tseggai**  
Policy Efforts of a Weak State: Ethiopia Before and After the 1974 Revolution. (August 1991; *Hardy*)

171. **Kim, Kisoo**  
Political Influence and Trade Pressures: Political Economy of Bilateral Trade Frictions. (August 1991; *Yesilada*)

172. **Lee, Choon Soo**  
The Impact of Regime Type on Public Policy: A Case Study of Argentina, 1958-88. (August 1991; *Peritore*)

173. **Lim, Doo-Taik**  
Economic Regulation on the Urban Public Transit System in the Republic of Korea: The Case of Kwangju. (December 1991; *Wood*)

174. **Dale, Stephen Glenn**  
A Study of Policy Implementation: The Missouri State Lottery System. (May 1992; *Hardy*)

175. **Parsons, Karen Toombs**  
Reassessing the Truman Presidency: An Analysis of Executive-Legislative Relations from 1945-52. (May 1992; *Webber*)

176. **Taylor, Quentin Paul**  
The Republic of Genius: A Study of Nietzsche’s Early Thought. (August 1992; *Kalleberg*)

177. **Ball, William J.**  
Toulmin’s Informal Logic as a Bridge between Political Theory and Policy Analysis. (December 1992; *Kalleberg*)
178. **Albarran, Rafael**  
The Argentine Radical Party 1916-1930 and the Problem of Democratic Institutionalization. (May 1993; *Peritore*)

179. **Jefferson, Kurt Wayne**  
The Scottish National Party and Left-Libertarian Politics. (May 1993; *Wood*)

180. **March, Boyd Lee (Lee)**  
Prison Crowding and Alternatives to Incarceration: A Diffusion Study of Acceptance in the State of Missouri. (May 1993; *Casey*)

181. **Markwood, Christopher L.**  
Accommodating Religion in the American States: Measuring and Explaining the Variance in State Policies Providing Aid or Benefits to Religion. (August 1993; *Casey*)

182. **Burnett, Robert E.**  
Term Limitations in Missouri: A Post 1992 Election Study. (December 1993; *Hardy*)

183. **Cartwright, Helen V.**  
Equality in the Workplace for Missouri State Government Workers in Missouri: Myth vs. Reality. (December 1993; *Hardy*)

184. **Koon, Richard Lawrence**  
The Effectiveness of Employment & Training Programs at Reducing Welfare Dependency: The Missouri Experience after Two Years of the Job Opportunity and Basic Skills Training Program (JOBS). (December 1993; *Yarwood*)

185. **Plein, Leo Christopher (Chris)**  
The Context-Based Framework for Policy Issue Evolution Analysis: A Study of Biotechnology Policy Issue Framing and Development. (December 1993; *Webber*)

186. **Qin, Yaqing**  

187. **Burns, James Ray**  
The Use of the Executive Order by Missouri Government, 1941-1985. (May 1995; *Hardy*)
188. **Chen, Hen-Chin**  

189. **Da Soller, Claudio**  
Private Voluntary Organizations and the State: International Relief, Food Aid, and Health and Nutrition. (May 1995; **Wallace**)

190. **Roper, Steven Douglas**  
The Process of Institution-Building in Post-Communist Romania. (May 1995; **Remington**)

191. **Zhang, Dacong**  
Leadership or Fellowship: A Combative Congress After Tiananmen. (May 1995; **T. Brown**)

192. **Birch, Timothy J.**  
After the Threat: NATO and European Defense in the Post-Cold War Era. (August 1995; **Wood**)

193. **MacDonald, John Theodore “Ted”**  
Cellular Automata and Political Information. (August 1995; **T. Brown & Yesilada**)

194. **Park, Chang-Kwoun**  

195. **Veney, Cassandra Rachel**  
The Politics of Refugee Relief Programs in Kenya. (August 1995; **Wallace**)

196. **An, Soon Cheol**  
Electoral Choice in Korea: A Spatial Analysis of Ideology and Sophisticated Voting. (December 1995; **Wood**)

197. **Clayton, Dewey Monroe**  
The Politics of Redistricting: A North Carolina Case Study. (December 1995; **Casey**)

198. **Jawadi, Mostafa**  
Regional Integration in the Maghreb. (December 1995; **Wallace**)
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199. Lee, Wonkyoo
   Political Culture in the Republic of Korea and Its Effects on Parties
   and Elections. (December 1995; Wood)

200. Chung, Sam-man
   Causes and Effects of U.S. Military Expenditures: Time Series Models
   and Applications. (May 1996; Tillema)

201. Song, Seung-Jong
   Conventional Arms Control in Europe: The Evaluation of MBFR and
   CFE. (May 1996; Tillema)

202. Abu Sada, Mkhaimar Saud
   Palestinian Political Attitudes in the West Bank and Gaza: The Impact
   of Party Affiliation on Political Attitudes toward the Peace Process.
   (December 1996; T. Brown)

203. Menifield, Charles Earl
   Influence on Minority Groups in Congress: The Black, Women’s
   Issues, and Hispanic Caucuses. (December 1996; Endersby)

204. Chung, Sang Hwa
   Political Economy of Elections in East Asia: The Sensitivity of Money
   Supply to Elections. (May 1997; Wood)

205. Prasad, Binoy Shanker
   Comparative Political Violence: Riots and the State in the United
   States and India. (May 1997; Wallace)

206. Taylor, Jeffrey Lee
   From Radical to Respectable: The Declining Influence of Jefferson’s
   Political Thought on Twentieth-Century American Liberalism. (August
   1997; Hardy)

207. Cheon, Seong-Kwon
   Regional, Ethnic and Class Bases for Political Cleavages in Four East
   Asian Countries. (December 1997; Wallace)

208. Chong, In-Sang
   A Study of the Politics of Environmental Policy with a Longitudinal
   Perspective: The Korean Case. (December 1997; Wood)

209. Morrison, Kathleen Blakeney
   The Poverty of Place: A Comparative Study of Five Rural Counties in
   the Missouri Ozarks. (May 1999; Webber)
210. **Yoon, Jong-Bin**
   Legislator-Constituency Links: Constituency Service in South Korea. (July 1999; **Wood**)

211. **Cho, Sungdai**
   Third Party Candidates and Sophisticated Voters: Spatial Competition and Strategic Voting in Multicandidate American Presidential Elections. (December 1999; **Endersby**)

212. **Sozen, Ahmet**
   Cyprus Conflict: Continuing Challenge and Prospects for Resolution in the Post-Cold War Era. (December 1999; **Yesilada**)

213. **Weaver, Angelia Yvette**
   Advocacy, Diabetes Policy, and The Missouri Black Community. (December 1999; **Sampson**)

214. **Kabler, Brent Alan**

215. **Barria, Lilian Adrieth**
   Negotiating Economic Stabilization Measures: The Two-Level Debt Game. (August 2000; **Endersby**)

216. **Galatas, Steven Eric**
   Political Issues and Leadership: Voting Behavior in Canada and Great Britain. (August 2000; **Wood**)

217. **Kantha, Pramod Kumar**
   Partisan Competition and Democratic Transition and Competition in South Asia: A Comparative Study of Democracy in India, Pakistan, and Nepal. (August 2000; **Wallace**)

218. **Knutson, Keith**
   Britain’s Functional Approach to Integration. (August 2000; **Wood**)

219. **Shen, Chyi**
   Great Power Trade Competition in East Asian Markets. (August 2000; **Yesilada**)

220. **Egbe, Daniel Enonnchong**


221. **Smith**, Michael A.  
Closer to Home: Districts, Ambitions, and Home Styles of State Representatives in a U.S. Metropolitan Area. (December 2000; **Hardy**)

222. **Boone**, LaShonda  
United States Low Income Housing Policy from 1930 to 1995: Assessing the Feasibility of the Advocacy Coalition Framework to Explain Policy Change and Learning at the US Congressional Level. (May 2001; **Webber**)
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